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Send to:  Debra Drake 
      2880 Con 8 RR 5  
      Claremont, ON        
       L1Y 1A2 
Phone:   1-905-649-6150 
Fax:     1-905 649-3103 
E-mail: ddrake@look.ca   

 Newsletter Editor: Debra Drake  
 Associate Editor: Vivienne  Swarbreck 

Next Edition: June, 2008 
Submission Deadline:    June 10, 
September 10 & December 10, 2008 

Advertising: 
Full Page:   $10.00 
1/2 Page:   $  5.00 
Business Card: $  2.00 

Bragging Rights:   Send in your brags for all new 
titles in all venues a Poodle can play! 
It only will take a few minutes to forward to us, so 
all can celebrate your accomplishments. 
CKC, AKC, UKC, NADAC, AAC, NAHRA, 
CARO, etc. 

Up Coming Events 
PCC Rally-Obedience Trials being held May 31 and 

June 1 at Pine Point Arena, Etobicoke, ON. Premium 
List is now available at 

www.beapudel.org/jump_up_dog_works 
 

PCC 51st Annual Specialty Show & Obedience Trial
Sunday June 8,2008, Arthur Area Community 

Centre, Premium List is now available 
 

Obedience Correction Match and Rally Fun Match 
Saturday evening June 7, 2008 

 
Nomination for Officials for upcoming years must be 
received on or before the May Membership meeting. 

Check April meeting minutes for details.  

PCC EXECUTIVE 
 

President Dr. Joanne Reichertz 
First VP Donna Crispi 
Second VP David Pateman 
Treasurer Peter Welsh 
Secretary Carolyn Savage 
  (519) 855-4903 
  46 Main St     
  Hillsburgh, ON,  N0B 1J0 
Recording Pamela Vaughan 
Directors Colleen Craig - BC  
  Kathryn Albrecht-AB 
  Cheryl Ingwersen-ON 

Ora Marcus-PQ 
Website   www.poodleclubcanada.com  
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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR  
 
Debra Drake  
ddrake@look.ca 
 
March 2008 
 
The first Edition got off to a notable start. I have discovered that using past Newsletters 
as templates is not a foolproof method.  I also discovered that up to now many members, 
including myself, have apparently not been reading their Newsletters very carefully, as 
some of the mistakes have been repeated in the past. 
 
My Assistant Editor, along with the help of other diligent and observant members will 
surely to keep me on the straight and narrow, grammatically speaking, anyway. 
 
I believe the corrections to the spelling of the Executive and Director�s names have now 
been made and should remain the same until our upcoming elections in September, 2008.   
During the numerous times I redid the page layout of the December Newsletter, I 
regrettably dropped some member�s brags, and for this I am truly sorry. They are 
included in this issue.  I will continue to work at ways to improve this Newsletter and to 
make it easier to download. 
 
I have received a lot of positive support and feedback from members all across Canada  
regarding the first Newsletter.  However, the most interesting emails were from a few non 
members who took the time to write their comments, ideas and suggestions after reading 
the Newsletter while regularly checking out The Poodle Club of Canada�s web site for 
poodle information.   
 
Again, please send in your ideas, articles and websites of interest, research, jokes (short 
ones I can actually publish) and most of all YOUR BRAGS.  
Send in those brags so we can all recognize your and your poodle�s accomplishments.  
Together we can produce a Newsletter that truly reflects our National Club�s members, 
and most of all, their poodle interests. 
 
I hope you will find this March Newsletter informative and entertaining. 
 
 
Debra Drake 
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PCC Executive 
  
The Poodle Club of Canada encompasses an enormous geographical area.  Sheer distance poses a 
challenge for the members of the club to recognize, let alone become acquainted with one 
another.  We may be familiar with a certain name, but know nothing about the person behind it.   
I would like to introduce you to the Executive Members of the PCC.  These are the people who 
have taken on the task of keeping the club viable and successful.  I hope these brief profiles will 
help you to get to know the people behind the names. 
  
Vivienne Swarbreck 
 
Dr. Joanne Reichertz DVM, President 
  
Joanne has owned Poodles since 1964, and has been a member of PCC since about 1978.  She 
lives in Belwood, just outside of Fergus/Elora just north of Guelph, Ontario where she breeds 
Black, Brown and occasionally Cream Standard and Miniature Poodles under her Permanently 
Registered prefix Bellefleet.  She is a CKC Life Member, and has been breeding Poodles for 39 
years.  Joanne has had much success in her many years in the Conformation ring, along with her 
daughter, Alysia, who won the 2006 PCC National Specialty with her owner/handled Miniature 
Poodle Can.Am.Ch Sanvar Bellefleet Crispy Creme. 
 
Donna Crispi, First Vice President 
  
Donna shares her country home in Stouffville, Ontario, with her black Standard Poodles.  She 
breeds under the prefix of IvyLane, and shows her dogs in conformation.  Donna has just started 
training in obedience which she is enjoying thoroughly.  She has owned Poodles for eight years 
and been a member of PCC for seven years.  Donna is proud to announce  "my girl "Katie" 
finished her Championship as a Jr. Puppy with 3 Puppy Groups and a BPIS, all owner handled." 
 
David Pateman, Second Vice-President 
  
David makes his home in Burford, Ontario.  He has been a PCC member since 2002 and a poodle 
owner since 1991.  Under the "Palman" prefix, he breeds white, cream and silver miniature 
poodles, and shows them in conformation and obedience. 
 David's comments: 
"Betty and I are equal partners in the planning, breeding, whelping and  
training our poodles. Betty is the groomer, and I am her assistant.  
While Betty attends to the dogs all day, I have a full time job that  
permits us to support the kennel. I've been an Executive Member of the  
Brantford All-breed Club in many positions, including President, and have  
many responsibilities at show time. I'm in my second term on the PCC  
Executive plus working on several committees. One passion of mine is   
researching pedigrees and  building a database of poodles that have  
obtained titles. To that end I have an extensive collection of Dogs in  
Canada, and a small collection of stud books. We have a wonderful group  
of poodle friends across North America, in Europe, Australia and Israel." 
 
Carolyn Savage, Secretary 
Carolyn, of Denali Poodles, lives in Hillsburgh, Ontario, where she breeds brown, black and 
white Standard Poodles and red, black, brown and white Miniatures.  She has been involved in 
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Poodles for 13 years and has worked as Secretary for PCC since 2001. She shows her dogs in 
conformation. 
Carolyn�s comments: 
 I have had many Champions.   In our 13 years of breeding we have also had the luck of showing 
Ch. Noteworthy Vanessa to #4 Miniature in Canada in only a handful of shows. This past year 
my husband and I imported a beautiful Miniature male from England.  Ch Minarets Royal 
Ambassador obtained his Championship one week after he arrived in Canada, in a weekend and a 
day.  This included Winners Dog at the Miniature Poodle Club of Ontario Specialty. 
  
Pamela Vaughan Recording Secretary 
  
Pamela breeds Black and Brown Standard Poodles under the prefix Rayah at her home in 
Chatsworth, Ontario.  She was raised with Standard Poodles, and bought her first Standard 20 
years ago, three weeks after marrying a farmer who had never had a dog, let alone a Poodle.  
Pamela joined PCC 15 years ago when it was the Poodle Advancement Association.  She shows 
her dogs in Conformation and participates in Pet Therapy with them. 
 Pamela's Comments: 
It is so hard to narrow it down to one brag but I must say when some breeders pulled their entries 
rather than lose to my 6 month old brown standard Cabryn Yankee Clipper ranks right up there. 
My Girl "Rayah's Uptown Girl" winning a booster from the classes against specials was also 
great but I think the number one brag is that all my dogs adore visiting the Nursing Homes as Pet 
Therapy Dogs. They so gentle even tho outside the home they can jump 6 feet straight in the air 
they are so excited to visit. 
 
Peter Welsh,Treasurer 
  
Peter, along with his wife, Diane, run Cantope Kennels in Udora, Ontario.  There, they breed 
Standard Poodles, specializing in Silver, Brown and Red/Apricot.  They show their dogs in 
Conformation, Rally-O and participated in the Herding Instinct Test hosted by PCC. Peter has a 
long history with poodles.  His first was a Silver Toy in 1969, a Brown Mini, then a Black 
Bibelot Standard in 1973.  His current lines started in 1995 with the acquisition of a Bonwill 
female.  He has been a member of PCC since 2001.  
Cantope has been consistently producing an amazing line of performance potential Silver 
Standard Poodles.  One is a real hunting dog, while others are excelling in Obedience, Rally-O 
and Agility.  
 
Colleen Craig,  British Columbia Director 
  
Colleen hails from Salmon Arm, BC, where she breeds an occasional litter of standard poodles 
under the prefix "Dogmatique".  She has owned poodles for 7 years and her canine family now 
consists of one cream and three black poodles.  Dante is 7, Be (pronounced Bay) is 6, and Gwyn 
and Raine are both 1 year old.  Colleen shows her poodles in conformation, and trains in 
obedience, agility and rally-o.  
 Colleen's comments: 
 "I bring Raine to work with students in my classroom at the local   
middle school. He loves all the attention but particularly enjoys the   
snuggles as students read to him." 
"Once afflicted with the multiple poodle syndrome, it's hard to imagine   
life without all the fun. We're just one big happy family." 
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Kathryn Albreht Alberta Director 
 
Kathryn has lived in New Sarepta, SE of Edmonton, Alberta for the past 21 years.  There she 
breeds Black, Blue and Cream Standard Poodles and Black Miniatures under the prefix 
Kandansk.  She has owned Poodles for 14 years, and has been breeding for six years, having 
spent six years preparing to start her breeding program.  Kathryn has belonged to PCC since 
2000, and she competes in Conformation and enjoys, but regrets she does not have enough time 
for Obedience, Scent Hurdle and Agility! 
Kathryn�s comments:  
 I have the first Grand Champion Poodle in Canada. My Cairo � co owned and spoilt by Kim and 
Travis achieved the honor in July 2007. He is now being a house dog with Travis and Kim and 
getting ready for Agility. He practices on the treadmill daily getting prepared for the courses J He 
is a second generation BIS dog of my breeding and now I have his son to follow in his and his 
Grand dam's footsteps. 
 
Cheryl Ingwersen,  Ontario Director 
  
I live in Tottenham, Ontario which is a small town North West of Toronto.  I have 2 black 
Standard Poodles which I compete with in conformation and performance events but my main 
focus is performance.  I am not a breeder.    
  
I have owned Labrador and Golden Retrievers but have been actively involved with Standard 
Poodles for over 15 years and been a member of the Poodle Club of Canada for about the same 
length of time. 
  
I have competed in numerous performance events with my Poodles including obedience, rally, 
field, agility, flyball and herding.   My proudest moment recently was when my 3 year old bitch, 
JO Whirlwinds Island Rook, WC, CDX, HT achieved a CKC Herding title....I believe that she is 
the first Poodle in Canada to do that.  I am passionate about doing activities with my Poodles that 
reflect their heritage as a working dog.  I love Poodles for their beauty, intelligence, trainability 
and versatility....it appears that there is almost nothing that a clever Poodle can't learn to do!  The 
Poodle's unique personality and sense of humor sets it apart from all other breeds and my dog's 
antics make me smile and laugh every day...believe me, the circus Poodle is alive and well in my 
house! 
 
Ora Marcus, Quebec Director 
  
Ora resides in the beautiful residential suburb of Beaconsfield, situated in the West Island of 
Montreal, Quebec.  She has been breeding one or two litters of quality Standard Poodles a year 
since 1995, having started with dominant Black and then moving on to include Whites and Blues 
as well.  Ora competes in Conformation with her dogs, but has sold puppies which have gone on 
to obtain titles in Obedience, Field and Agility.  She has been a member of PCC since 1992. 
 Ora's comments: 
 I purchased my first show poodle (a female named Marney) from a U.S. breeder in February of 
1992, finished her with 4 Best Puppy in Show wins including a Specialty Puppy in Show,  and 
bred her 3 years later after fully genetically testing her.  I took my time learning about the breed 
and studying various pedigrees before embarking on a breeding program as I wanted to start 
ethically, with a quality bitch, and with some knowledge backing me up.  My foundation female 
Marney is still alive and healthy, and enjoys life today at 15.5 years old.  She is our pride and joy, 
 as are all our other dogs, young and old. 
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I presently own a beautiful white boy; Cole (Mutli Group Winning, placing and BPIS winner Ch. 
Allure Ormar No Regrets) who finished his championship undefeated as a puppy in Canada with 
a Group First, multiple group placements and Best Puppy In Show wins.  His first outing in the 
U.S. was at the Poodle Club of America National Specialty where he won a large and highly 
competitive class under Ed Bivin and later on at the PCC Nationals he went Best Puppy in 
Variety.  Jenn Carr, our wonderful handler showed him beautifully in Canada to all his wins and 
obtained a BOB over a multi BIS Special and a group placement when she took him out at 14 
months old, his first time out as a Special.  He was then sent to the U.S. to start his show career 
there with our U.S. handler Kathi Johnson and in 6 days of showing won 3  4 point majors, a 
BOB over a top ranked U.S. Special,  a Group First, and WD and BOS at the Tampa Bay Poodle 
Club Specialty needing only 2 singles to finish his U.S. Title.  Cole is a very special boy with 
superb and balanced structure, to die for movement and showmanship and wonderful happy 
temperament.  He is our pride and joy and we are planning to Special him in Canada starting in 
2009 with Westminster being his first 2009 show with Jenn.  I also wish to thank Sara Szauerzopf 
for training Cole and for her pride in and love for him. 
 
 
 
 
 
HUMOR 
Wanda's dishwasher quit working so she called a repairman. Since she had 
to go to work the next day, she told the repairman, 'I'll leave the key under 
the mat. Fix the dishwasher, leave the bill on the counter, and I'll mail you a 
check.' 

'Oh, by the way don't worry about my dog Spike.  He won't bother you.  
But, whatever you do, do NOT, under ANY circumstances, talk to my 
parrot!' 'I REPEAT; DO NOT TALK TO MY PARROT!' 
 
When the repairman arrived at Wanda's apartment the following day, 
he discovered the biggest, meanest looking dog he has ever seen.  But, 
just as she had said, the dog just lay there on the carpet watching the 
repairman go about his work. 

The parrot, however, drove him nuts the whole time with his incessant 
yelling, cursing and name calling. 
Finally the repairman couldn't contain himself any longer and yelled,  
 
'Shut up, you stupid, ugly bird!'  
To which the parrot replied, 'Get him Spike!'  
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OPTIGEN REPORT 
 
Email 04/16/08 
Dear Debra, 
 
Here are the numbers for 2007 that you requested. 
 
Total Poodles tested for PRA in 2007 - 1315 
Normal - 904 
Carrier - 380 
Affected - 31 
 
Total Miniatures Poodles tested for PRA in 2007 - 648 
Normal - 451 
Carrier - 177 
Affected - 20 
 
Total Poodles tested for PRA in 2007 - 667 
Normal - 453 
Carrier - 203 
Affected - 11 
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to email me. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kate Earle 
Office Assistant 
 
********************************************** 
OptiGen, LLC 
Cornell Business & Technology Park 
767 Warren Road, Suite 300 
Ithaca, NY  14850 
 
phone: 607-257-0301 
fax: 607-257-0353 
email: 2020clinic@optigen.com 
web: www.optigen.com 
 
********************************************** 
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THE PROPOSED PCC HEALTH SURVEY DATABASE:  
 
A report by the Health Officer, Mary Jane Weir 
 
Background: 
 
Even before I became Health Officer, I felt that the club should initiate a health survey, 
because we had no idea what was the current overall health of Poodles in Canada, nor did 
we know whether our situation in Canada was the same or different from the situation of  
Poodles in the US and elsewhere. 
 
In 2004, The Kennel Club (UK) did a major and extensive survey of all breeds. In 2006, 
results for Poodles were published, as well as the survey questions. Because Poodles in 
England, the USA and Canada tend to be from the same bloodlines, we had a starting 
point for our survey, and I wanted to make sure that whatever we did would be able  
to be compared to the Kennel Club survey. At the same time, the Finnish Poodle Club did 
a health survey, but it was available only in Finnish and it was not co-ordinated with the 
English one. 
 
As Health Officer for the Club, I was also receiving inquiries from researchers, such as: 
"What is the extent of Legg-Calves-Perthes in Canadian Poodles?", which I could not 
answer. In 2007, the Club had an opportunity to be part of a Univ. of Toronto and OVC 
(Guelph) research into epilepsy, but I could not locate enough affected dogs to 
participate. This failure was another reason to do the survey. 
 
At the same time, I was searching to find a qualified geneticist who would conduct the 
survey, but found little interest from Guelph, Cornell or PEI.  I contacted Dr. Jerrold Bell 
at Tufts who had done genetic research in my other breed, but he was too involved with  
other breeds to help. After searching for more than a year, I felt very fortunate to find a 
geneticist who was interested in doing the work. 
 
THE DESIGN OF THE SURVEY 
 
One of the difficulties with one-time surveys such as the English one is that it almost 
immediately needs to be updated to be of use to genetic researchers. So my first 
requirement was that the survey be ongoing. The geneticist suggested an online database. 
At the same time, the Poodle Health Registry was becoming very valuable, especially to 
Standard breeders, and their information was in the process of being added to a pedigree 
database. I did not want to take attention away from that effort, but I knew that many 
breeders were unwilling to make their information public. Unfortunately, researchers 
were being presented with incomplete information. As a result, I decided that the PCC 
Health survey database would be confidential, available to the club only in the form of 
statistical reports, but the database would be available to qualified genetic and medical 
researchers. As Health Officer, I will NOT have access to individual records; only the 
geneticist and qualified researchers will. Individual owners can update their own records 
from birth to death. 
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(In working with Dr. Lark of the Georgie project at Utah, I came to realize that much of 
the expense of genetic research was the time needed to construct a pedigree database for 
a breed with the health information included. It took Dr. Lark and his associates two 
years to collect pedigrees and add health information to them in the original breed studied 
- the Portuguese Water Dog. Using the Poodle Health Registry pedigree database and 
adding confidential health information supplied from two private databases, he reached 
the same level of information for the Poodle in two weeks!) If we could supply genetic 
researchers with the pedigree database AND the confidential health database, they would 
have a major reason to do their research on Poodles - and we breeders would be much 
more likely to have additional DNA tests as a result. 
 
I also wanted to make sure that individual breeders would have access to the health 
information on the litters they bred. Too often, either because people move or do not 
realize the importance of reporting back to the breeder, vital information which could 
have a major impact on a breeding programme is not reported. 
 
Finally, I saw no reason why this online database should not be available to other national 
Poodle clubs, so that they could do their own surveys; it would cost them only the time to 
translate if necessary and to pay for the statistical reports for their own geographic 
location. The result could potentially be a worldwide picture of the health of the Poodle. 
Our costs (covered by the Royal Canin grant) are for the initial setup of the database, and 
even there, we are sharing in work initially done and paid for by another breed for their 
international health database. The Poodle Club of Canada will own the database; we will 
have control of which researchers use it, and we can transfer it to another geneticist  
(although I hope we will not find that action necessary). 
 
So the Poodle Club of Canada Health survey will be: 

• an online database (those not online can send in paper forms and pay  
the geneticist to enter them ($2.00/dog)) 

• the information will be confidential, available only to qualified genetics and 
medical researchers. Breeders and owners will be able to indicate if they are 
willing to participate in genetic research, which should help locate affected dogs 
for researchers. 

• breeders will be able to access the health information of any litter they have bred. 
 
The Poodle Club of Canada will pay the geneticist maintaining the database for statistical 
reports, for example, the incidence and increase in reports of Addisons in Poodles, or 
whether LCP has increased or decreased over a specific time span. 
 
Like the pedigree database PoodlePedigree.com, breeders around the world can enter 
their health information; it will still be confidential, but other national Poodle clubs can 
do their own health surveys by requesting statistical reports from the geneticist. 
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THE BETA DATABASE 
 
The beta database was made available to me and a number of other club members or 
researchers in March. In my opinion, it needs to be made easier to use, so that pet owners 
who are not used to technical terms will not be overwhelmed. We are also working on a 
fast entry process for litters. 
 
CLUB RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
Once the database is online, it will be up to the members both to use and to publicize it. If 
it is to reflect accurately the health of Poodles, it needs to be used by more than the club 
members. We will need to enlist the help of veterinarians, groomers and non-member  
breeders to obtain an overall picture of the health of Poodles. Our efforts could make the 
Poodle Club of Canada a major player in the world-wide effort to protect the health of 
our breed. 
 
 
 
Editor note:  
 
 
Thank you Mary Jane for the hard work you have personally put into this important 
Database!  It has taken years to get to this point with many setbacks and some frustration. 
This Database will be proof that one member's personal dreams and goals for the 
breed she loves can grow and become infectious to other likeminded people, making 
lasting changes now and far into the future. 
 
I urge all members to follow to this work in progress until the Database is up and 
running.  Each and every member of The Poodle Club of Canada will need to get 
involved to ensure that we obtain an overall picture of the health of Poodles.  We can do 
this in our own town, city, and province by enlisting the help of veterinarians, groomers, 
non-member breeders and all Poodle pet owners to submit information to this Database. 
  
As Mary Jane said, �Our efforts could make the Poodle Club of Canada a major player in 
the world-wide effort to protect the health of our breed.�  
 
Debra Drake 
 
 
 
WISDOM FROM THE SIDE OF A COFFE CUP 
 
�EVERYTHING TASTES BETTER WITH DOG HAIR� 
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CANADIAN KENNEL CLUB UPDATES FROM MY AREA 
EASTERN ONTARIO DIRECTOR JOHN HODGKINSON 
 
The following excerpts are taken from newsletter sent to CKC members in my area by 
our Director, dated April 2008. The topics I have included are of interest to most club 
members.  It is important to keep up with issues and decisions the CKC is making.  Find 
out who your Area Director is and contact them for more information, or to discuss 
important issues that affect you. 
I thank my CKC director John Hodgkinson for the regular newsletter updates. 
 
Debra Drake 
PS. See FCI new updates posted 04/08/08 from CKC. 
 
CKC OFFICE RELOCATION 
 Move: Key Dates 
With the move to 200 Ronson less than three weeks away, here is the planned schedule, which 
will see the office closed for two working days, Thursday 10, and Friday 11, of April:  

• April 9th - last day for outbound mail delivery (including couriers)  

• April 9th noon - order desk shuts down; no orders will be processed after that time  

• April 9th 5pm - CKC server shuts down (online transactions and email will be down, but 
access to Website still possible)  

• April 10-11th  - office move  

• April 14th - CKC & Apex fully operational 
NON REGISTERED DOGS AND THE CKC 
  
The question of how much contact there should be between the owners of registered breeds and 
non-CKC dogs continues to be a concern to many members.  There is no specific proposal that 
has been developed by the Board. 
  
I do not think anyone on the Board has a preconceived idea that opening some CKC events to non 
pure bred dogs is inevitable, but the question has been brought to the table several times since I 
joined the Board in 2004.  Never with a firm proposal, but with the question: will it help the CKC 
and pure-bred dogs.   �Is it better for the owners of pure bred dog to remain isolated or should we 
cooperate in the interest of maintaining the right to own a dog.?� 
  
We were totally ignored by the Ontario Government when it decided to ban �Pit Bulls�. The fact 
that other small, but important, groups like the Ontario Veterinary Association, the various 
Animal Welfare organizations, and municipal pound operators were equally ignored when we 
warned government that Breed bans do not work, does not give much satisfaction. We tried and 
failed to convince the government that they were going in a bad direction. It is costing dog 
owners hundreds of thousands of dollars to fight this legislation, a fight that continues to this day, 
as the government has endless resources to fight a handful of dedicated owners of the banned 
breeds. I do not know whether the government would have listened to us if the CKC could have 
legitimately claimed to speak for all dogs, but pure-bred dogs make up only about a fifth of the 
total canine population, so 80% of dogs are owned by people with cross-breeds. Our CKC 
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membership is only a fraction of the pure-bred dog owners, as most pet owners have not joined 
the Club. 
  
Another issue the members have to consider is that many of our members compete against non- 
purebred dogs in competitions run by other organizations. Agility is a good example of this, 
where non pure bred and pure bred dogs meet. 
This is a complex issue, and that is why the Board is not rushing to put a proposal together. What 
is certain is that no change will be introduced without a decision of the membership 
  
The Board is still working out how to get a full and fair debate on this issue, so please be patient 
and contact me with your views on this subject if you wish to express them. 
 
John Hodgkinson 
Director Canadian Kennel Club 
Eastern Ontario 
2779 9th Line,Beckwith,  
Carleton Place, ON,  K7C 3P2 
John@horizontech.ca 
 
 
 
 
RALLY SANCTION MATCHES 
 
On Thursday, January 17, 2008, the Poodle Club of Canada hosted two Rally Sanction 
Matches at Companion Dog Training in Cambridge Ontario.  Our judge was CKC Rally 
Judge and PCC member, Roslyn Beaman. The CKC requires two Sanction matches 
before a Club can hold regular Rally trials.   
 
Vivienne Swarbreck was the Match Superintendent and I took the position of Match 
Secretary�both very lofty and important positions considering that neither one of us had 
even seen a CKC Rally trial before.  However, we were not daunted by such trifling 
details and so we boldly pushed ahead with our plans to hold the two matches, one after 
the other, on the same day. 
 
Our decision to hold the matches during the daytime on a weekday was a means of 
keeping the number of competitors at a manageable level.  Of course, that meant that we 
also limited the number of club members that could volunteer to help.  So the end result 
was that Vivienne and I were the only �worker bees� for the day. 
 
Frankly, I was hoping for no more than 10 entries.  There is no minimum number of 
competitors required for the sanction matches and 10 entries would have been ideal for 
the two of us to deal with but we felt confident that we could probably handle 20 entries.  
 
The day of the matches arrived and Vivienne and I were on site early getting everything 
organized. We had decided not to give out ribbons, so we had small treat packages and 
novelty dog signs for the first four placements in each class.  Then, the competitors 
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started to arrive�they arrived and they arrived and they arrived�..it felt like there were 
literally hordes of dogs and people pouring in through the doors of the training hall.  
Vivienne was kept very busy taking entries and organizing people into the various 
classes. Mainly, I just ran around in a panic�..doing little bits of this and that�.but not 
accomplishing much except to get in everyone�s way.  When the dust settled and the first 
match began, we had a total of 54 entries.   A very far cry from our hoped for target of 10 
to 20 people.   
 
Our Judge laid out lovely flowing courses at each level with enough twists to make them 
fun and challenging.  We received lots of positive feedback from the competitors about 
Roslyn�s courses and her excellent judging.  Vivienne and I devoted ourselves to being 
the world�s busiest ring stewards and many of the competitors took turns helping us out.   
 
We made a lot of mistakes, corrected them and then made a whole new set of mistakes, 
but we learned a great deal about what it takes to hold Rally trials.  To be honest, it felt 
like a baptism by fire, but at the end of a very long day, Vivienne and I both agreed that 
we learned far more from the large entry than we would have if our wishes had come true 
and we only had to cope with small numbers.   
 
The Poodle Club of Canada is hosting it�s first ever Rally Trials in conjunction with 
Swansea Obedience Club on May 31 and June 1, 2008 at Pinepoint Arena in 
Toronto.  Swansea will host regular obedience in 2 rings and the Poodle Club will have a 
third ring devoted to Rally. 
 
We need club members to come out and help us make these trials a success.    So, if 
anyone wants to see what Rally Obedience is all about, the best way to do it is as a ring 
steward.  Vivienne and I will be there as ring stewards and we are pretty sure that we will 
be able to find a lot of creative ways to make mistakes and then hopefully more creative 
ways to fix them.   
 
 Roslyn Beaman is the show secretary for our Rally trials and has promised a half-day 
training for ring stewards.  If you can give a day to work at the trials please contact 
Roslyn at Rdb_quercus@cogeco.ca 
 
Cheryl Ingwersen 
Ontario Director 
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ADVERTISING 
 
The Poodle Farm would like to announce a series of Novice and 
Intermediate 

Musical Freestyle Seminars with presenter Cassandra 
Hartman  
Freestyle and heelwork to music is fun for both the dog and handler, 
no dance experience is necessary.  
Seminar spaces still available for; 
April 19 and May 18 in Novice and Intermediate levels 
 
For more information and to retrieve the premium from our new 
website:www.thepoodlefarm.com 
Check the website often for seminars and fun matches. 
 
Thanks and enjoy your dogs! 
Debby DaCosta 
debby@thepoodlefarm.com 
 
 
 
Introduction To Retrieving & Fieldwork Seminar 
April 26, 2008 
 
Hosted By:      Jump Up! Dog Works      
Location:       Valencia Kennels, Cambridge     
Cost:   $75 with dog / $60 without dog  
Contact:        Roslyn Beaman  (rdb_quercus@cogeco.ca) or 905-901-0181  
Information:    Interested in doing some retrieving work with your dog but not sure 
where to start? Join John Hamilton (Valencia Kennels) on this fun and interesting one-
day seminar as he takes you through the basics of teaching your dog to retrieve with 
motivation. Learn what you need to know to enter and succeed at CKC Working 
Certificate and Hunt Tests. All breeds are welcome! 
HIghlights include: 

• Retrieving Basics  
• Understanding the CKC Working Certificate and Hunt Test Programs  
•  Setting up a Retrieving Test and points to consider when running your dog  

For more information, see the Workshop Flyer & Registration Form, visit 
www.beapudel.org/jump_up_dog_works, or email Roslyn Beaman. 

This event is also listed on www.Canuckdogs.com 
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POODLE CLUB OF CANADA 
WESTERN REGIONAL SPECIALTY 

 
APRIL 4 & 5 2008 

RED DEER ALBERTA WESTERNER AGRIPLEX 
 
SHOW COMMITTEE � VOLUNTEERS 
JUNE THOMPSON � SHOW CHAIR, DONATIONS TROPHIES 
CINDY HARVEY � TREASURER � HOSPITALITY BAGS TROPHIES 
KATHRYN ALBRECHT � EVENT SECRETARY/SUPERINDENDANT- 
CATALOGUE AND ADVERTISING 
TRACY HAYDUK � RIBBONS AND HOSPITALITY BAGS TROPHIES 
DENISE BRANDSMA � DONATIONS HOSPITALITY BAGS TROPHIES 
HEIDI BELLAMY � DECORATIONS HOSPITALITY BAGS TROPHIES 
COMPLAINTS COMMITTEE � JUNE THOMPSON, CINDY HARVEY, KATHRYN 
ALBRECHT, HEIDI BELLAMY TRACY HAYDUK 
OFFICIAL VETERINARIAN - CENTRAL ANIMAL CLINIC � 403-343-0606 (on call 
only) 2404 Gaetz Ave 
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER: CATHY FRENCH PHOTOGRAPHY � Box 3118 
Sherwood Park AB T8H 2T1 
780-416-6096 e-mail cfrench_photo@shaw.ca 
 
SPECIAL PRIZES OFFERRED 
Olesa Mundell � Raven Ice Miniatures - cash prize of $200.00 to the highest scoring 
"Novice A or Open A"miniature poodle. 
June Thompson � Coronada Standards � is proud to Sponsor the High In Trial Trophy � 
Dannyquest � inhonor of Lynn Taplin � Alias Standard Poodles and woman who 
encouraged many to trial in Obedience with their Poodles. June will also be sponsoring a 
prize for each variety BBE winner 
Kathryn Albrecht � Kandansk Standards and Miniatures � Is proud to sponsor the Bred 
by Exhibitor trophy �Dannyquest. Kandansk will also be awarding a bed by Jennifer to 
each variety Best Puppy and High In Trial winner 
Denise Brandsma � Tyramara Miniatures � is proud to sponsor the Best in Variety for 
Miniatures � Just Gifted Etching 
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Tracy Hayduk � Castine Poodles � is proud to sponsor the Best in Variety for Toys � Just 
Gifted Etching 
All donations to the trophy fund and Toy Box will be noted in the catalogue. Please 
contact June Thompson. 
Schedule 

 
 

POODLE CLUB OF CANADA REGIONAL SPECIALTY RESULTS 
Results courtesy of Kathy Albrecht, Kandansk Standard & Miniature Poodles 
Friday, April 4 - Saturday, April 5, 2008 
Specialty Judge: Luis Aizcorbe 
Sweepstakes Judge: Dr. Elly Holowaychuk 
Obedience Judge: Jeff Lunder 

Best In Specialty:   Miniature Poodle   042  CH GAYEL'S TYPECAST TRADEMARK, 
Best Opposite In Specialty:  Miniature Poodle 044 CH CLARION CAMELOT 
COMMUNIQUE,                                                                                                            
Best Puppy In Specialty: Standard Poodle 057 ARIS TALISMAN OF KUSHNIVAS, 
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Best Bred By Exhibitor In Specialty: Standard Poodle 063 PINAFORE HIGH 
MAINTENTANC
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Sweepstakes 

Best Of 
Variety 

Kandansk Furyan Legend 033 TS196625, 26-Sep-2007 Miniature 
male Jr. 

Breeder: Natasha Taphorn & Kathryn Albrecht, Ch Abma Kandansk 
Fast N Furious CGN x Ch Sharona's Kandansk Legend, Canada, 
Owner: Taphorn, Natasha & Albrecht, Kathryn, Agent: Taphorn, 
Natasha 

Best Of 
Opposite 
Sex 

Seransil Skyewell Desert Rose 064 TG164766, 21-Apr-2007, 
Standard female Sr. 

dBreeder: Evelyn Sera & Robyn De Jager, Ch Parrishill Just Call Me 
Jeremy x Ch Seransil Skyewell Faith 'N Angels, Canada, Owner: 
Evelyn Sera, & De Jager, Robyn, Agent: De Jager, Robyn 

 
Specialty: 
Toy Poodle 

Best Of 
Variety 

Ch Innovations Superman 029, SE096027, 24-Mar-2006 
Breeder: Shaunna Bernardin & Beth Bujea, North well Chako JP 
Platimum King x Ch Innovations Ms Behavin, Canada, Owner: 
Bernardin, Shaunna & Bujea, Beth, Agent: Bernardin, Shaunna 

Best Of 
Opposite 
Sex 

Innovations Destiny's Child 027, SS169255, 6-Sep-2006 
Breeder: Beth Bujea & Shaunna Bernardin, Ch Innovation's It's 
Payday x Ch Sarasota's On Visa At Innovations, Canada, Owner: 
Proctor, Cassidy 

Best Of 
Winners 

Southwinds Just A Smudge 025 RU096596, 9-Oct-2005 
Breeder: Anita Twarowski, Ch Innovations Touched By Angels x 
Ch Innovations Her Name Is Lola, Canada, Owner: Twarowski, 
Anita, Agent: Bernardin, Shaunna 

Best Puppy 
Fortfenton Marcus 024, Listed, 1-Jul-2007 
Breeder: Ginette Kelly, Forfenton Carriage Trade x Forfenton 
Cocoanut Ice, Elsewhere, Owner: Kelly, Ginette 

 
Miniature Poodle 

Best Of 
Variety 

Ch Gayel's Typecast Trademark 0421092176, 18-Nov-2003 
Breeder: Gale Rivers, Shawn Nichols, Camelot Clarion The 
Conqueror x Ch Gayel's My Girl, Elsewhere, Owner: Rivers, Gale 
& Nichols, Shawn, Agent: Taplin, Teri                                               

Best Of 
Opposite 
Sex 

Ch Clarion Camelot Communique 044, ERN27002085, 10-Nov-
2005 

r: Ann & Katherine Kennedy & Mary Ellen Fishler & Doris Grant, 
Songbird Rock My Way x Ch Clarion Firebird, Elsewhere, Owner: 
Kennedy, Ann & Katherine & Fishler, Mary Ellen, Agent: Nichols, 
Shawn & Yurick, Raymond 
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Best Of 
Winners 

Raven Ice You Can Bank On Me 035 TN170763, 30-Jul-2007 
Breeder: Olesa Mundell, Ch Kiyara Always Sparkin Ravenice x 
Cause Baby Look At You Now CD, Canada, Owner: Darroch, 
Carol 

Best Puppy Raven Ice You Can Bank On Me 035 TN170763,  

Best BBE 

Kandansk Furyan Legend 033TS196625, 26-Sep-2007 
Breeder: Natasha Taphorn & Kathryn Albrecht, Ch Abma 
Kandansk Fast N Furious CGN x Ch Sharona's Kandansk Legend, 
Canada, Owner: Taphorn, Natasha & Albrecht, Kathryn, Agent: 
Taphorn, Natasha 

 
 
Standard Poodle 

Best Of 
Variety 

Ch Aris Talisman Of Kushnivas 057, 1098176, 2-May-2007 
Breeder: Beth & Michael Harris, Ch Litilann's Book'Em Dan"El x 
Ch Aris Blue Skies Jump For Joy, Elsewhere, Owner: Beaudry, 
Rod & Jane 

Best Of 
Opposite 
Sex 

Crystalton Premonition 062 TL171469, 4-Jun-2007 
Breeder: Carol Graham & Heather Albritton & Suzanne Zorritt, Ch 
Pinafore Superstition x Ch Tokai's Lady Darla's Destiny, Canada, 
Owner: Graham, Carol 

Best Of 
Winners Crystalton Premonition 062 

Best Puppy 

Ch Aris Talisman Of Kushnivas 0571098176, 2-May-2007 
Breeder: Beth & Michael Harris, Ch Litilann's Book'Em Dan"El x 
Ch Aris Blue Skies Jump For Joy, Elsewhere, Owner: Beaudry, 
Rod & Jane 

Best BBE 

Pinafore High Maintenance 063, SY157400, 4-Dec-2006 
Breeder: Kim Cowie & Penny Harney, Ch Pinafore Dark Design x 
Ch Pinafore A Rose From My Garden, Canada, Owner: Cowie, 
Kim & Harney, Penny 

 
Obedience April 4, 2008 
Judge Jeff Lunder 
 
High in Trial was won by Lee Kozicki with a 198.5 in Utility, an especially emotional 
win since the award was made in honor of her twin sister Lynn Taplin who passed away 
less than a year ago. 
CH GMOTCH CLAYDON'S CRUNCH AND MUNCH, 021 KC649803, 28-Feb-
2000. Breeder: Gloria Bradley, Ch Haverhill Heatherly Hunter x Ch Claydon's Wynsome 
Enchantress, Canada, Lee Kozicki, POODLE (MINIATURE), male, 14-0 
 
There were 3 Novice A, 2 Novice B dogs and all qualified.  
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Of the 7 Open B and the 5 Utility dogs over 50% qualified 
All dogs had a blast. 
 
Kathryn�s comments:  
 
It was a good show and major fun was had by all. I will send pictures as soon as the 
photographer will let me have them. 
 
The toy box draw was great. We brought in close to $500 towards the next event, which 
we hope will happen in 2009. What was especially great with the toy box was it was won 
by a Poodle Obedience competitor from Friday evening. She was thrilled when I called 
her last night and let her know about the prize we needed to deliver. 
 
Many folks asked about membership during the event and are very pleased that more 
things are happening in the West. 
 
Kathryn Albrecht 
Director AB 
 
 
 
 
Why join a National Club? 
 
We tend to forget that most clubs are run by busy volunteers with lives, jobs and families.  
These busy people try to squeeze it all in, but every once in awhile even the best of them 
let some things slide. This is not always in the club�s favor leaving some volunteers 
plagued with feelings of frustration, lack of communication or miscommunication, as 
they try to joggle it all. 
 
Why indeed join a National Club? 
Well if you are like many of us, this question has crossed your mind a time or two. 
 
The year 2007 was MY year of the dog (a few years behind the real Chinese calendar). 
With less family ties I planned to do all things �dog�, that, in the past, I had only dreamed 
about.  Well you guessed it, dreams seldom go as planned.  
 
With the friendship, encouragement and yes, the personal help of many PCC members, I 
have gone from discouraged to enthused and energized about all things Poodle.  
I have been lead by the example of so many in this club to try new and wonderful events 
in which poodles can participate.  �So many things to try, so little time!� 
 
Thanks to all you PCC obedience people with all those letters after your dog�s names. 
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I stand in awe of you and celebrate the knowledge of just how much work and 
commitment goes into each and every title. 
PCC club members recommended and helped me find the right obedience coach in my 
area.  In February we will have been working one year on and off with three different 
dogs in Novice Obedience.  What I have learned is you all make it look easy and poodles 
learn much easier and faster than some middle aged women do!! 
 
From chit chat with club members at meetings or other club functions I had learned that 
The Canine Good Neighbor Test is a great program. It�s a good first step for a beginner in 
to the obedience world and it can be obtained without years of training. 
Several kennel clubs offered this at their conformation and obedience shows in 2007, so 
we tried it.  I held my breath and half closed an eye a time or two, hoping� would 
they��?   My poodles did just what I asked every time!! Who were these dogs, 
pretending all along to be my well trained poodles?!!!  (From many of your tales from the 
obedience ring, that is not always the case with poodles) 
 
I have been personally involved in the finishing of two of my co-owned Standard Poodles 
with the encouragement of my co-breeder, mentor and the one on one help of three 
special club members.  I was able to handle one of my own dogs to her Championship 
and then continue to learn and work the show circuit as the assistant to breeder, owner 
and poodle handler Alysia Reichertz.   I learned I love it. Beats house work!  It has also 
enabled me to meet many other club members, who are poodle owner � handlers out on 
the show circuit. 
 
I went to the club sponsored Herding Instinct Test because many of the members 
participating in this event are my role models for achievement and sportsmanship.  
With two dogs in full show coat and bright plastic wraps they welcomed us and 
humorously promised that no show coat will be harmed in the herding of sheep.  Both 
dogs showed they had the herding instinct with great drive, although I was always left in 
the dust.   What an evening of fun and fellowship!   All were watching each dog and 
owner try it, laughter and encouragement abounded! If you ever have the opportunity to 
try the test with our club members I promise you can�t help but have a fun time, even if 
your poodle is not a herder. 
 
So you see, many doggie dreams and goals are possible �with a little help from your 
friend� in the Poodle Club of Canada 
 
Keep on encouraging each other and success is sure to follow!  
Debra Drake 
Tolka Standard Poodles 
ddrake@look.ca 
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VERSATILITY AWARDS PRESENTED RECENTLY 
WORKING POODLE 

JO Whirlwinds Island Rook CDX WC HT RNMCL     (CH Tudorose Roman 
Emperor CDX WC AGN JH ex CH Napoli Oneacmepoodlekit CDX) Photo #2 

�Rook� is a Standard Poodle owned by Cheryl Ingwersen and bred by Patricia 
Rose of Prince Edward Island.  Rook is a high energy, fun-loving Poodle and 
comes from strong working lines.  So far, she has tried her paw at Obedience, 
Field, Herding and Rally-O.  Rook has not met a dog sport that she doesn�t love.  
She lives in Tottenham, Ontario where she rules the roost with an iron paw over 
her father Joley and Piper (Golden Retriever) and two cats.  Her hobbies are 
performance events, daily walks, camping, hiking and harassing the cats.  Rook 
and Cheryl are working towards more titles and are enjoying each other�s 
company immensely. 

CH Palman�s Heart of RockN Roll HIC RNMCL                                                  
(Am CH Manorhill�s Rock On ex CH Saruko Palman Alexi) Photo #3 

�Bowie� is a Miniature Poodle owned by Roslyn Beaman and Betty Pateman and 
bred by Betty Pateman.  Bowie is a cheerful and exuberant companion to Roslyn 
and her two other minis, Bowie�s maternal grandfather Owen and cousin Bronte.  
He is a constant hive of activity at home with his antics which include stealing 
socks, underwear, paper, and catching the mail as it comes through the slot in 
the door.  He is extremely keen at everything he does and is currently playing at 
Obedience, Rally-O and Flyball.  His show career was a bright star for both 
Roslyn and Betty as he finished his Championship days before his nine-month 
birthday with multiple wins including taking Best of Winners at the 2006 PCC 
Specialty and also taking Best of Opposite Sex at the Miniature Poodle Club of 
Ontario Specialty that same year.  

About the Versatility Awards 

The Poodle Club of Canada is proud to have this program in place to recognize 
the hard-work and dedication that members put into their Poodles.  The program 
is open to all three varieties and has three levels: All-Round Poodle, Working 
Poodle and Versatile Poodle.  Details and membership applications and 
instructions are on the club website (www.poodleclubcanada.com) or you may 
contact the Versatility Chair directly at rdb_quercus@cogeco.ca for more 
information.   

Roslyn 
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THE VERSATILE POODLE 
NEW TITLE HOLDERS 
 
CONFORMATION CHAMPION 
 
Ch Allure Ormar No Regrets, Standard poodle dog. Photo #4 
(SBIS Am. Ch. Litilann's Book'em Dan'el X Am. Ch. Stargazer La Femme Allure) 
Owner: Ora Marcus, Handled by (in Cda.)  Jennifer Carr-Peddle. ( in U.S).  Kathi 
Johnson 
Ch. Allure Ormar No Regrets , (AKA "Cole")  finished as a junior puppy with Group 
1st, multiple grp. placements and  BPIS wins.  At 10 mos. he won Best Puppy in Variety 
at PCC National Specialty under breeder/judge P. Wolfish, and went on to win his class 
at the PCA Nationals, under breeder/judge Ed Bivin.  First time out as a Special, at 14 
mos. he won BOB over multi BIS Special and group placement.  He is out now being 
shown in the U.S. for his title.  First time out, at 15 mos. he won BOB over top ranked 
U.S. Special, back to back 4 point majors and a Group 1st.  At the Tampa Bay Poodle 
Club Specialty he won Winner's Dog under breeder judge Bill Cunningham. His next   
time out resulted in WD and BOW for another 4 pt. major.  Cole was shown a total of 6 
days in the U.S. needing only 2 singles to finish.   Thanks to both Jennifer Carr and Kathi 
Johnson for the beautiful job they are doing with this stunning boy on both sides of the 
border and a special thank you to Cole�s fans for their wonderful comments.  
 
Ch Bellefleet Dynamic Force, Miniature Poodle, Dog Photo #5 
(Am.Ch. Warming Brown Surprise X Ch Sanvar Bellefleet Delta Force) 
Owners Alysia Reichertz & Dr. Joanne Reichertz, Breeder/Handler: Alysia Reichertz.  
Finished at 7 and 1/2 months of age by Donald Fitzsimmons with two Best Puppy in 
Group wins under Len Harfield and Phyllis Wolfish. 
 
Ch Bellefleet Umvelth Magritte, Standard Poodle, Dog Photo # 6  
(Apiele Bronzini ex Ch. Sanvar Bellefleet Dixie Chick) 
Owner: Anne Bell & Lorraine Helton. Breeder Dr. Joanne Reichertz 
Handler: Alysia Reichertz, �ReRun� finished in 3 weekends is Champion number 8 for 
Dixie Chick. 
  
Ch. UNIQUE ORMAR WHAT A BABE, Standard Poodle. Photo #7  
 (Afterglow The Big Tease ex Kateisha Pearl of the Pacific at Unique) 
Owned & Loved by:Ora Marcus 
"Lola" finished her championship as a puppy with a 3 and 4 point majors. 
She is home now growing coat and will be shown in the U.S. by Gail Wolaniuk (Unique 
Poodles). Thanks to Jenn Carr for the superlative job she always does with our dogs and 
for the wonderful care they receive while with her. 
  
Can Ch Minarets Royal Ambassador, Miniature Poodle Dog. Photo #8 
(Ch Minarets Star Assignment X Ch Minarets All In A Dream for Kevlain) 
Owner: Carolyn & Earl Savage 
A week after arriving in Canada from England Bekham received 9 points his first 
weekend out. This included winner�s dog at The Miniature Poodle Club of Ontario 
Specialty. 
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Ch Sas�N Class Glintondales Rosella, Miniature Poodle. Photo #9  
Owner: Rosemary Hagen, Glintondale Kennels 
Is proud to present another champion.  
Thank you Terry Holmes 
 
Canine Good Neighbor 
Aileinstoys Trainem's Tyme, CGN, SSGDC, SMJDC, Toy Poodle 
Owner/Trainer: Debby DaCosta 
Tyme achieved his CGN July 7, 2007 
  
Ch Brielle's Velveteen Rabbit ATChC, RACL, AGI, NAC, OJC, NGC, CGN, with her 
Versatility Poodle Award. Miniature Poodle 
Owner/Trainer: Debby DaCosta 
Gemma achieved her CGN July 7, 2007 
 
COMPANION DOG TITLE 
 
OBEDIENCE TITLES 
 
Ch Palman�s Heart of Rock N Roll CD HIC RNMCL, Photo # 10 
� Bowie�, earned his CKC CD in four straight trials with placements in two of his classes.  
Bowie is just two years old, and is a very active miniature who loves people and other 
dogs yet somehow manages to maintain his composure and do all of his exercises not 
only with flair, but with precision.  Bowie is handled by Roslyn Beaman, and is co-owned 
by Roslyn and Betty Pateman.   
 
RALLY OBEDIENCE TITLES 
Caro Rally 
Ch Brielle's Velveteen Rabbit ATChC, RACL, AGI, NAC, OJC, NGC, CGN, with her 
Versatility Poodle Award. Miniature Poodle 
Owner/Trainer: Debby DaCosta 
Gemma received a score in of 199 Highest Scoring Dog in Trial in Excellent B under 
Judge Linda Barton. 
 
Ch Vanir�s Palman�s Beau Jest CDX RE AGNJ, �Owen� has earned 9 qualifying 
scores in CKC Rally since February 2008, completing both his Rally Advanced and Rally 
Excellent titles and earning placements in his classes.    Owen is a five-year old mini 
bred by Ted and Louise Falhgren and owned and handled by Roslyn Beaman.  Owen 
tends to do all his events with style, adding his own detail to the exercises and generally 
having a great time in the ring.  Watch for Owen in more Rally, Flyball and Field events 
this year. 
 
AGILITY TITLES 
WORKING CERTIFICATE 
HUNT AND FEILD   
TRACKING & HERDING INSTINCT TESTED (s) sheep 
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POODLE CLUB OF CANADA, HERDING INSTINCT TEST 
 
PCC Herding Instinct Test 
This was printed originally in the VIP Newsletter, Volume 15, Number 4 (August 2007) 
By Roslyn Beaman 
 
The Poodle Club of Canada held a Herding Instinct Test on August 15, 2007 at �Have Ewe Herd�, a 
herding/training facility just southwest of Barrie, Ontario.   Tester was Sue  
Jewell, who owns the property.   Sue is an all-breed trainer and tester.   There were a total of eight dogs 
tested, and all passed with flying colors.   There were six Standard Poodles, including one in full show coat, 
a Miniature Poodle and a Norwegian Buhund.   All dogs showed aptitude and working ability.   It was 
exciting to watch the dogs blossom as they  
began to figure out what to do in the ring with the three sheep.  
   
Some dogs just kicked right in as soon as they walked in, others needed to check out the ring first before 
their instincts took over.   Overall, it was a fun evening for everyone.   PCC is working on holding several 
working events for its members in the next year, including Rally-O and tracking. 
 
POODLE CLUB OF CANADA, HERDING INSTINCT TEST 
 
From Email 08/16/07 
Hi everyone,  
 
Thank you so much for coming out to the Poodle Club of Canada's Herding Instinct Test.........your support 
and enthusiasm for this event means a great deal to me!!   
 
I think that we had just the right number of dogs....otherwise; we would have been testing them by 
flashlight.  :-))   
 
Vivienne and I will try to get some pictures out to everyone....I'm hoping to put the group picture, plus a 
write-up in the Poodle Club of Canada newsletter. 
 
This morning, I mailed a note of thanks to Sue Jewell on behalf of the Poodle Club.  The Club will see a 
clear profit of $120.00 from the herding tests.   
I also propose that the Norwegian Buhund, Acey be declared an 'honorary Poodle' for coming out and being 
part of our testing day.  
  
Thank you, Vivienne for being such a thoughtful person and bringing the cold drinks and the cowboy 
cookies.   
  
So, what fun performance event would you guys like us to do next?????? 
  
Cheryl Ingwersen 
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POODLE CLUB OF CANADA, HERDING INSTINCT TEST PHOTO�S 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

CH Palman�s Heart of 
RockN Roll HIC RNMCL 
Miniature Poodle. 
Owned by Roslyn D Beaman 
and Betty Pateman. Bowie 
earned his Herding Instinct 
Certificate at the Poodle 
Club of Canada�s Herding 
Instinct test on August 15, 
2007.  Tester was Sue 
Jewell of Have Ewe Herd.  
This mini showed good eye, 
good stock sense and 
responded well to Sue�s 
instructions.   

CH Keja Be Attitude of 
Bibelot CGN, HIC(s) 
standard poodle,  
Owner: Susan Fraser & 
Debra Drake, Trainer: Debra 
Drake.  Eliza obtained a 
Herding Instinct Certificate 
(s), Aug 15 2007. 
Eliza responds to 
guidance/control, keeps 
stock grouped/ regrouped, 
adjusts position. Lots of 
drive to work, good potential!

CH Bibelot Josol Greysky 
at Tolka CGN, HIC(s). 
Standard poodle  
Owner: Susan Fraser & 
Debra Drake. Trainer: Debra 
Drake, 
Sky obtained a Herding 
Instinct Certificate (s), Aug 
15 2007. Sky responds to 
guidance/control, keeps 
stock grouped/regrouped. 
Very keen! Great potential 
with that drive. 
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NEW TITLE HOLDER 
Photo# 2 

Poodle Club of Canada, Versatility Award 
Working Poodle 

 
JO Whirlwinds Island Rook, CDX, WC, 

 HT, RNMCL, Am CD, PCA WC 
 

 
 

(Ch Tudorose Roman Emperor, CDX, WC, JH, AGN x Ch MOTCh Napoli 
Oneacmepoodlekit) 

�Rook� is a Standard Poodle owned by Cheryl Ingwersen and bred by Patricia Rose of Prince 
Edward Island.  Rook is a high energy, fun-loving Poodle and comes from strong working lines.  

So far, she has tried her paw at Obedience, Field, Herding and Rally-O.  Rook has not met a dog 
sport that she doesn�t love.  She lives in Tottenham, Ontario where she rules the roost with an 

iron paw over her father Joley and Piper (Golden Retriever) and two cats.  Her hobbies are 
performance events, daily walks, camping, hiking and harassing the cats.  Rook and Cheryl are 

working towards more titles and are enjoying each other�s company immensely. 
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NEW TITLE HOLDER 
Photo# 3 

 
Poodle Club of Canada, Versatility Award 

Working Poodle 
 

CH Palman�s Heart of RockN Roll HIC RNMCL 
 

 

(Am CH Manorhill�s Rock On ex CH Saruko Palman Alexi) 

�Bowie� is a Miniature Poodle owned by Roslyn Beaman and Betty Pateman and 
bred by Betty Pateman.  Bowie is a cheerful and exuberant companion to Roslyn 
and her two other minis, Bowie�s maternal grandfather Owen and cousin Bronte.  

He is a constant hive of activity at home with his antics which include stealing 
socks, underwear, paper, and catching the mail as it comes through the slot in 

the door.  He is extremely keen at everything he does and is currently playing at 
Obedience, Rally-O and flyball.  His show career was a bright star for both 

Roslyn and Betty as he finished his Championship days before his nine-month 
birthday with multiple wins including taking Best of Winners at the 2006 PCC 

Specialty and also taking Best of Opposite Sex at the Miniature Poodle Club of 
Ontario Specialty that same year. 
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NEW TITLE HOLDER 
 
Photo # 4 

 
 

CH Allure Ormar No Regrets 
 
 

                
 
 
 
 

(SBIS Am. Ch. Litilann's Book'em Dan'el X Am. Ch. Stargazer La Femme Allure) 
 

Owner: Ora Marcus, 
Cole finished his Can. title as a junior puppy in two weekends with a Group First, multi 
Group placements and best puppy in show wins.  At 10 mos. he won Best Puppy In 
Variety at the PCC Nationals and went on to win his large and competitive class at the 
Poodle Club Of America National Specialty under respected breeder/judge Ed Bivin. His 
first time out as a Special in Cda. resulted in BOB over multi BIS Special and a Group 
3rd, following which he left for the U.S. to start his show career .  His first time out in the 
U .S.  at 15 mos. resulted in back to back 4 point majors,  BOB over a top ranked  U.S. 
Special and a GROUP FIRST !.  His second time out resulted in a 3 point major and WD 
and BOS at the Tampa Bay Poodle Club Specialty under breeder/judge William 
Cunningham.  His fourth time out resulted in a 3 point major and the following show BOB 
over Specials and a GROUP FIRST !!! 
Cole was shown a total of 8 days in the U.S. winning multiple Group Firsts, Breed over 
Specials and needing only one single to finish.   We thank all of Cole's fans on both 
sides of the border, as well as the judges for their wonderful comments of this very 
special boy.  A big thank you to both Jenn Peddle and Kathi Johnson for the wonderful 
job they are doing with Cole.  We are looking forward to campaigning this stunning dog 
in 2009 
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NEW TITLE HOLDER 

Photo#5 
 

Ch Bellefleet Dynamic Force 
 
 
 

 
 
 

(Am.Ch. Warming Brown Surprise X Ch Sanvar Bellefleet Delta Force) 
 

Owners Alysia Reichertz & Dr. Joanne Reichertz, 
Breeder/Handler: Alysia Reichertz. 

� Mic� finished at 7 and 1/2 months of age by Donald Fitzsimmons with two Best Puppy in Group 
wins under Len Harfield and Phyllis Wolfish. 
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NEW TITLE HOLDER 
Photo#6 
 

 
Ch Bellefleet Umvelth Magritte 

 
 
 

 
 
 

(Apiele Bronzini ex Ch. Sanvar Bellefleet Dixie Chick) 
 

Owner: Anne Bell & Lorraine Helton. 
Breeder Dr. Joanne Reichertz 

Handler: Alysia Reichertz, 
 

�ReRun� finished in 3 weekends is Champion number 8 for Dixie Chick. 
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NEW TITLE HOLDER 
 
 
Photo # 7 

CH. UNIQUE ORMAR WHAT A BABE 
 
 
 

 
( Ch. Afterglow The Big Tease  X Ch. Kateisha Pearl Of The Pacific At Unique) 

Owned & Loved by:Ora Marcus 
"Lola" finished her championship as a puppy with a 3 and 4 point majors. 

She is an tall elegant bitch with a beautiful headpiece and wonderful temperament. 
We thank Joan McFadden, Gail Wolaniuk and K. Marker of Unique Poodles for allowing Lola to 

become a part of our family 
Thanks to Jenn for taking such wonderful care of Lola. 
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Denali Poodles  
Proudly Presents another Champion 

Can Ch Minarets Royal Ambassador  
Ch Minarets Star Assignment X Ch Minarets All In A Dream for Kevlain 

                           

  
A week after arriving in Canada from England Bekham received 9 points his 
first weekend out. This included winners dog at The Miniature Poodle Club 

of Ontario specialty. 
Owners: Carolyn & Earl Savage  

www.denalipoodles.com denalipoodles@sympatico.ca 
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Glintondale Kennels 
Is proud to present another champion  

Thank you Terry Holmes 
Ch Sas�N Class Glintondales Rosella 

 

 

 
Rosemary Hagen  

Glintondale Kennels 
2008 
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NEW TITLE HOLDER 
Photo #10 

 
 

Ch Palman�s Heart of Rock N Roll CD HIC RNMCL 
 
 

 
 
 

Bowie is handled by Roslyn Beaman, and is co-owned by Roslyn 
and Betty Pateman. 

 
� Bowie�, earned his CKC CD in four straight trials with placements in two of his classes.  Bowie is 
just two years old, and is a very active miniature who loves people and other dogs yet somehow 

manages to maintain his composure and do all of his exercises not only with flair, but with 
precision. 

 
 


